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ONE YEAR’S 
JOURNEY 
My short history  
I am not relating to you my short history so that you may 

know my identity. Rather, I relate to you the influence of 

my childhood growth in my life. My name is kept hidden. 

I am from Ethiopia,Oromia regional state. Alhamdulillah 

in the early of my life I got the opportunity to grow up in 

a rural area for about eight years. Those eight years are a 

year when I learned many things like Oromo culture, 

language, plowing and digging lands, herding sheep and 

cattle and etc. I was getting up in the morning and cutting 

stack (agada) for cattle. This area is quite cold. It was 

covered by forest. The school was far from us. There 

wasn't any vehicle or bus.We used to go on foot for about 

2 hours. I had learned there Up to grade 6.Then I moved 

to the city. I remember when I was grade 1, I stood 45 I 

think out of 60 students. Of course it's uncomfortable 

living in rural areas, but it educates much.  

I am not mentioning these parts of my life as misery, but 

as favors and blessings from Allah. It caused me to 

perceive Allah's favors and blessings after I moved to 

urban. 

I say to myself that whether with my ability or Allah's 

blessings I changed from shepherd to the level I am found 

today or tomorrow.   

Alhamdulillah  

Then I finished elementary and secondary schools in one 

of Ethiopian city. Then,without entering any of Ethiopian 

Universities,I got scholarship program. 

Alhamdulillah.  Let me just stop you here. When I write 

articles in English, or Afan Oromo do you think that I was 

practicing writing at school?  If you think so, then you are 

wrong.  I was the person who couldn't write intent letter 

for my scholarship application. It is my father who wrote 

it.  I couldn't write more than two sentences.  I was 

number one grammar memorizer but in writing I hadn't 

any rank. Alhamdulillah this is another blessing from 
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almighty Allah. So you ask that how are you able to write articles? Insha Allah we will 

discuss more under 'Interactoin with facebook' 
 

Alhamdulillah I regard this part of my life very essential. Because I tasted some uncomfortability 

that make me think over comfortable life. This life is test for all of us. Yes, I was a stupid child. I 

didn't know the city living style. I have much to say, but it makes the text long. What I want to infer 

is that no matter how much you are stupid and ignorant, don't be pessimistic. Try your best to 

change yourself. Don't listen to those people who say to you, 'what a stupid guy he is! He  knows 

nothing ...' Start little thing today, Insha Allah you will see a great deal of fruit tomorrow. By looking 

at your weakness and lowness, don't go back. Go forward....... 

 

My interaction with Facebook  
I started using Facebook before I came to Turkey. I didn't know any Facebook chat when I 

was in Ethiopia. After I came to Turkey, I began Facebook chat and being addictive. A few 

months later I started posting something on Facebook. I was envious of those who post in 

English. I wish to produce strong messages and quotes. I wanted to be famous over all the 

world. I hadn't known that fame has poison. İnshaAllah we will discuss about fame later on 

under "rescue from destruction"  

I started posting in English when I opened the group called "Turkish for Ethiopian and Non 

Ethiopian" I had two Facebook accounts. The first was in my name, the second was in 

Jireenya Badhaatu. By hiding my identity, I had posted writings for about five months to this 

group. Then on March 12, 2014 I opened this page suddenly in the name of "English for 

Me". I saw my friend who had Facebook page manager. To imitate him I opened this page. 

After that I regretted for opening it. But after a month I revived it and changed its name to 

Jireenya Badhaatu. Then I continue writing both in English and Afan oromo.  

You can read more about how I did decrease facebook addiction from this link 
.https://sammubani.wordpress.com/…/one-days-determination-a…/ 

Goal setting  
As I said earlier I wanted to be a famous man in the world by producing strong messages and 

quotes. I set four main goals. Among these is to be an author. I thought that to be a famous 

man I should write a book in English. But my English is poor. Alhamdulillah this vanity 

hope has changed. When setting goals if we don't strive to make our determination and 

intention strong we soon slide from our goals. I read books and articles about goals. I have 

searched for books and articles which support my goals. I have written articles which make 

my determination and intention strong. Alhamdulillah recently I have read about how to 

build personality from kallamullah.com website. The books I got from this website are very 

important in building personality. 

Mistakes lead To Success  

My first profile photo for this page was the following photo which was taken from one 

facebook page. It seemed to me impossible to write long articles and insha Allah a book. 

https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fsammubani.wordpress.com%2F2014%2F09%2F14%2Fone-days-determination-and-patience-today-wifi-is-off%2F&h=RAQFvLBxK&enc=AZMFtXp74OlDX4m_FTNVdyAqRJ-DhEGdaYiFgmeiU5cWLypFbJg35627JJJ7OyW1s8dE0-_-4XRMW32I29duXGDAu38IAqw7hgoyTEITH5RN3DkSXhyFUMitK4vCbbrsAoXCha2w11_i1YL8N-rjAC7X_1h7EofEQD2mOQzfSaMqjQ&s=1
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The sentences that were written in the short description of this page was " O Allah help 

me to write million sentences as You help me to write one sentence. Increase my 

knowledge. "  

These all articles you are reading both in Afan Oromo and English are not my efforts but 

these are blessings from Allah. Alhamdulillah. 

We are afraid of making mistakes, especially in public. When I started this writing, my 

grammar was very bad. I haven't paid more attention to grammar but I tried my best to 

express what I think plainly. People don't look to our grammar but they look to our ideas. 

When I made mistakes in grammar, I correct it in the next writing. Writing is not 

knowing grammar and rule of language but it is the art of expressing your idea. How 

many grammarians are there but they can't express themselves in writing form. It was 

difficult for me even to write in my mother language. Most of the time we fear making 

mistakes due to people. We say to ourselves,"if I make mistakes, what people say to me? 

They may despise and look me down. " many other ideas drift in our mind. Of course no 

one can be perfect without making mistakes. 

Not only in grammar, there is also mistake of idea. I may want to correct people, but the 

style I used may mislead them more. I believe that this one year's journey is not only 

mistakes of grammar, there is also mistake of idea which I couldn't pick out. If any one is 

misled by my mistakes, I ask Allah to forgive me for my mistakes and guide them to the 

true path.  

Emotional battles  
Mostly, I had posted to the above group in English to reach the target. I wanted to be liked 

on Facebook. But no one likes my posts.  Every day zero like, comment, and share. My mind 

said to me " you can't be an author because you haven't read Prophetic Hadith, you don't 

know Arabic, you don't understand the Qur'an well. You haven't studied Islam well. How 

can be an author?" Every day I fight with emotion. It says "You can't be an Author" , I say 

"Insha Allah I can be" But I can't decide for what purpose I should be an author. For the sake 

of Allah or to earn money and fame? This was headache question for me. There were 

another battle. My soul whispers to me as if I am writing articles to be liked and appreciated 

by friends. If no one liked, then I feel disappointed. This is due to my high expectations. I 

was sharing in different facebook groups. Still no one comments, no one shares, no one 

likes. I said to myself that why they don't like my posts? Due to this i disappointed. It's this 

point where determination and intentions were very weak. Although it seems failure, 

Alhamdulillah it's cause of success. InshaAllah we will discuss more under "rescue from 

destruction" 

Rescue (to be saved) From Destruction 
Human nature has the tendency of being important. He craves to be a famous. He wants to 

be known by all people. Verily fame has poison if it is the only goal. I mean if the person’s 

goal is only to become famous but not to change himself and world. I have craved for a year 

to be a famous. I haven't achieved Alhamdulillah. I wanted to be famous in one step. I 
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wanted that every of my sentence should be read. I craved to have thousand and million like, 

share and comments like others. Unfortunately likes are a few. I craved to be praised by 

everyone for my good writings. I labeled my real name on the article just as written by.... 

Alhamdulillah thanks be to Allah Who saved me from this hope of vanity. If He hadn't saved 

me, I would have been the first to be destroyed. When I wanted to be liked by everyone, no 

one liked. Alhamdulillah if as I wished everyone liked, I would be their and my soul's 

servant rather than being servant of Allah.  

If as I wished they liked, shared and commented, my soul would be arrogant and dived in the 

ocean of pride. Thanks be to Allah Who rescued me from such destruction. Because my 

knowledge is insufficient to deal with fame. My determination and intention are very weak 

to control praise and criticisms of people. Allah saved me from many ruin through Facebook 

that I don't want to list here.  

 I have explored books to answer “WHY do I want to be an author?” The only challenging 

question is this. Because it is foundation and establishment of goal. It contains determination 

and intention. Among books of personality the followings have influenced me especially last 

one made me perceive poisonings of fame. 

 Craving for wealth and status  

 The article “Lost characteristics” 

 Purification of soul 

 Al Fawa’id – A collection of wise sayings 

 Gems and Jewels  

Let me remind you what Dhahabi(May Allah have mercy on him) said "Our pious 

predecessors used to seek out knowledge for Allah; they excelled and became imams whose 

examples were followed. From them there is a group who at first didn't seek knowledge for 

Allah, but then became upright. They took account of themselves, and knowledge itself 

dragged them to sincerity while they were still on the road." Mujahid and others said, "We 

have sought out this knowledge when we didn't have a very strong intention; later on ,Allah 

provided us with a good intention." Taken from "Gems and Jewels- Darusselam publication 

page 128  

Alhamdulillahi Rabil Aalamin Who saved me from poisoning of fame. “Sincerity is more 

difficult than executing action for people of action” 

Once you became famous, it is difficult for soul to accept its fault and travel on the straight 

way. It is covered by musk of pride. Being humble is difficult especially when knowledge is 

insufficient. May Allah grant us sincerity and humble heart. Amiin… 

Learning from Writing 

Writing is one of the powerful tool of learning which implants words and sentences in 

human mind. This one year's journey passed by being a life experiment over myself and 

others. Alhamdulillah I entertain myself with writing. The more I write, the more I learn and 

be happy. When you are bored of reading if you write articles, you refresh your mind and 
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remember what you was reading.  

Through writing my life has changed in this manner: 

√ when you write or preach, you are putting restrictions on your soul. You are repressing 

your vain desire. You're warning your soul not to do evil or to do good deeds. Fighting with 

soul and Satan is very difficult. You should use different technics to defeat these elements. 

Among this writing plays great role. If you shy of writing in public, try this: write down 

what challenging you in your life on paper or wallpaper of your computer or mobile phone. 

Write down what comes to your mind in your note. Then you see the change soon insha 

Allah. When using “You” pronoun, I am actually warning and advising first myself. 

  

√ Imam Ibn Al-Qayyim said that mind is like mill(wofcho). When you put into it good grain, 

you will get good output. But if you put bad grain and soil, your output so does bad. Even it 

may make your mill out of use. If you make busy yourself with good thoughts, your mind 

has no room to think evil acts. If you form habit of writing, your mind also form habit of 

thinking good.  

If you busy yourself with worthless thing, you can't taste real happiness.  

√ Among experiment is this. People don't want to hear or read our history. Rather they need 

what remove their challenges. Most of the time ear is deaf to hear "I,me and my" pronouns. 

As much as possible I have decreased usage of these pronouns from writings. Pardon I have 

used them much in this article.   

Second if you do something only to be admired by others, no one admires you. Myself I tried 

this repeatedly, but failed. I excelled my expectations, but my expectations failed. This is 

another lesson. Alhamdulillah. If you expect more admire, you throw yourself to depression 

and disappointment. These are one year's experiments. 

Thanks 

I was nothing. Today I am a proportionated man. I was blank slate with no knowledge. 

Today I have been given a portion of knowledge. I wasn't able to write nor to read, but today 

I have been given the ability to read and write. These all blessings have not come by my 

power and knowledge. Rather they are blessings of our Lord. All thanks and praises be to 

Allah, Lord of the world. I wasn't ablhe to write intent letter for my scholarship. Today Allah 

has given me the ability of writing articles. Insha Allah I hope from Him to give me the 

ability of writing books too. He drove me away from different addiction like social media, 

vain desires and etc. Alhamdulillah Rabbil Âlamin.  

 

One year's journey was little bit difficult journey.  I wanted to give up what I am doing. My 

determination and intention have not been strong and firm. Sometimes I am hit by hurricanes 

of negative thoughts. Alhamdulillah, thanks be to Allah, I have resisted this hurricane and 

reach today's level. 
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Then I thank my fellow brothers who encourage me by their thoughts. From beginning of 

this page my brother Lemmi Alelu has played great role. He has given supportive and 

encouraging ideas. Then my brother Aduna ibn Baba (facebook name) who invited friends to 

this page and increased number of likes and Muhammad Dasselegn who has encouraged and 

advised me. My thank also goes to the following brothers; 

Metete (facebook name) 

Sharmarke Abdullahi 

Haila Gabreil Tilahun (my classmate in Ethiopia) 

Muhammad Jamal and others 

I thank all of you who have spent your precious capital to read articles of this page and blog. 

Because even if I don’t see your likes, I can see number of people who see the posts and visit 

the blog. This give me a sort of encouragement.   

 

Conclusion  
At the beginning, forming good habit is difficult and asks patience and striving. Once your 

habit's root becomes strong and firm, there is no force which uproots it except with Allah's 

permission. If you want good fruit from what you have planted you should taste bitter and 

drop sweat. This one year's journey is filled both with depression and happiness. 

Alhamdulillah,it is the opportunity I got to weed out my weakness and strengthen my strong 

side. I can't say that I am strong enough. Many obstacles and hardships wait me. I have just 

begun the journey to my goals but not arrived. I am opening first page of my life.  

When starting writing, I was writing senseless things. I regret and feel ashamed after I had 

written it. I repeat again other days and feel regret and ashamed. My friends said to me "why 

do you write senseless things on Facebook? Don't do these." Alhamdulillah those senseless 

sentences have changed to meaningful sentences today in somehow.  Alhamdulillah 

Facebook addiction has changed to production. How many people are chained by shackle of 

Internet addiction? I don't know what to say except Alhamdulillah. If Allah hadn't made the 

way easy for me, I wouldn't have gotten any real happiness. I know that I thought satanic 

thoughts before a year. I was bored of this life although life is comfortable. I was 

pessimistic. Today something has changed. However, many more bars and hardships wait 

me. Because tasting sweet and achieving victory come through hardships and patience. 

İnshaAllah with help of Allah the targeted goals will be achieved. Yaa Allah help us to reach our 

goals. Grant us success in both world,this dunya and Hereafter. Success is from You. Amiin… 


